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• Michaels is a cue-bid that promises a two-suited hand, with at least five 

cards in each suit.

Benefit: Being able to inform my partner I have 2 suits with only 1 bid is 

extremely useful.

Before we review the bids, let's consider some important factors:

+ First of all, Michaels cue bid guarantees at least 5 cards in each suit, 

not less than 5.



• Strength can vary either less than an opening hand

(up to 11 hcp)

• or a very strong hand (17+ hcp). 

• With 12-16 hcp it is better to bid your suits.



• Michaels cue bid considers only some two suited 

hands, and it Works very well in conjunction with 

• Unusual 2NT and 2 lower unbid , 

which are other conventions for two-

suited overcalls 
will be reviewed later

about:blank




 The big questions for 
Michaels cuebids are:

 1) What strength?

 2) What suit quality?

 3) What COMES NEXT?



What Strength?

Usually, a Michaels cue bid is made with a preemptive

(weakish hand), such as:

Over the opponent's 1-of-a-minor opening, 

I would bid 2-of- their-minor with this hand

(planning to accept whatever decision partner makes).



It can also be made with a very strong hand:

Over the opponent's 1-of-a-minor opening, 

I would bid 2-of-their-minor with this hand, 

this time i am planning to bid game in my partners suit.



What to do with medium hands?

Discuss it with your partner, we suggest that

with medium hands you should bid your suits, 

that way it will be easier for you to define the

adequate level to play.





Vulnerability

As always …..be careful







Now, What happens when the Michaels advancer does not 

have fit in any of his partner´s suits?

If your hand is weak, get away from the problem ASAP. 

Bid your best suit at the cheapest level.

Don't worry, most of the time your opponent will save you 

from the problem.



If you have a constructive hand, you can bid NT. 











The big questions for Unusual for Minors and for 

Two Lower Unbid …….

Just as for Michaels cuebids,

1) What strength?

2) What suit quality?

3) What comes next?





Some special situations to consider:

Is Michaels still on ?

In balancing seat By a passed hand



 After opponent in 
your left opens 
and oponent in 
your right bids
1NT

 After opponent in 
your left opens 
and oponent in 
your right changes
suits



Some special situations to consider:

Is Michaels still on ?

 After a strong artificial opening bid   

 After a preemptive bid



Little different in balancing position

Is Michaels still on ? 

Is unusual for minors still on? 

Some play yes, some play no, 

some play in that situation that 2NT 

shows balanced 20-21 HCP



FOR ME BRIDGE IS NOT ONLY A GAME, 

IT IS A WAY OF LIFE


